
                     
                         

   Photography Session- $300  
   Photography Session  Three looks — $350  

Includes $125 towards your picture order 
Exceptional Photography and Service 

Fine Art Textured Prints - Your Portraits are printed on the highest quality archival photographic paper.  All wall portraits 
are mounted for maximum durability and protection. 

Gallery Wrapped Canvas - Elegant custom Gallery-Wrapped Canvas portraits.  Your portraits are printed on premium 
canvas, Gallery Wraps give your portraits a finished artistic quality that does not require framing.  All Gallery Wraps come ready to 
hang. 

Brilliant Metals - Experience your images in a new definition and clarity with Brilliant Metal Images.  These artistic, elegant 
metal prints have a contemporary elegance that are show-stopping conversation pieces.  All Brilliant Metal images come ready to 
hang with float mount.  Additional framing is no necessary. 

       SIZE                          FINE ART PRINT                       CANVAS  or METAL    
   5 x 7 & smaller                                 $ 45             N/A        
   8 x 10 - 8 x 12                                 $ 85            $ 195        
 11 x 14                                       $ 95            $ 225 
16 x 20                        $195            $ 285 
24 x 30               $300            $ 850 
30 x 40           $500           $1200 

Artistic Memory Boxes -  are a favorite way to portray your beautiful fine art portraits.  Each box comes with a custom 
designed photo cover that is wrapped around the image box.  Each box is customer designed and can hold up to 20 mounted prints 
with a linen texture.  Artist Image Boxes are a personal upscale way to display your portraits.  A small easel is included, and a 
dropbox link with email resolution of all of your ordered portraits is available upon receipt of your image box.   
4x6  Box with 10 mounted fine art portraits   $220  - additional prints available       @ $45 each 
5x7  Box with 10 mounted fine art portraits  $300            @ $55 each 
8x10  Box with 10 mounted fine art portraits  $500            @ $85 each 

305 905 8343 
www.ballard-photography.com 

22150 SW 154 Ave, Miami, FL  33170                   
helenkathleen3@gmail.com         

Instagram: FB
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